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ABSTRACT 
 

Disruption tolerant networks (DTNs) are portraying by low node frequency, unreliable node mobility and lack of 

global network information. Most of current research efforts in DTNs focus on data promote, but only limited work 

has been done on providing efficient data access to users. Support for cooperative caching in DTNs is a novel 

approach which enables the sharing and distribution of cached data among multiple nodes and reduces data 

access delay. The fundamental idea is to intentionally cache data at a set of network central locations (NCLs), 

which can be easily accessed by other nodes in the network. A NCL selection based on a probabilistic selection 

metric and coordinates multiple caching nodes to optimize the trade-off between data accessibility and caching 

overhead. In DTNs the current position of the nodes and also their transition can be tracked by the PulseCounting 

and ProbTracking technique. This process has the similar technique like GPS. 

Index Terms:  Disruption tolerant network, Network central location, positioning, tracking, cooperative 

caching. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A disruption-tolerant network (DTN) is a network 

designed so that temporary or intermittent 

communications problems, limitations and anomalies 

have the least possible adverse impact. 

Disruption tolerant networks (DTNs) consist of mobile 

devices that contact each other opportunistically. Due to 

the low node density and unpredictable node mobility 

only intermittent network connectivity exists in DTNs 

and the subsequent difficulty of maintaining end-to-end 

communication links makes it necessary to use “carry 

and- forward” methods for data transmission. 

A common technique used to improve data access 

performance is caching. To cache data at appropriate 

network locations based on query history so that queries 

in the future can be responded with less delay. Although 

cooperative caching has been studied for both web-

based applications and wireless ad hoc networks to 

allow sharing and coordination among multiple caching 

nodes it is difficult to be realized in DTNs due to the lack 

of persistent network connectivity. 

First, the opportunistic network connectivity 

complicates the estimation of data transmission delay 

and additionally makes it complicate to determine 

appropriate caching locations for diminishing data 

access delay. This difficulty is also raised by the 

incomplete information at individual nodes about query 

history. Second, due to the uncertainty of data 

transmission multiple data copies need to be cached at 

different locations to ensure data accessibility.  

In this paper, we proposed a decentralized cooperative 

method called PulseCounting for DTN localization and a 

probabilistic method called ProbTracking to track the 

movement of mobile nodes. PulseCounting evaluates the 

number of user walking steps using the accelerometer 

data, and decides the orientation of each step using the 

electronic compass measurements. By accumulating the 

segments of walking steps, it is able to form an 

estimation of current location. PulseCounting further 

takes advantage of the opportunity of encounters in 

DTNs to refine the location estimation. It mainly focuses 

on the issues of positioning and tracking mobile nodes in 

DTNs which have not been well addressed in the past. 

2. EASE OF USE 

2.1 NCL SELECTION 

When activate DTNs we generate nodes and issue there 

details after generated all nodes to select the NCL from a 

network where node is center of a network using 

selection metric techniques. After that each and every 
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node will send a generated data to a NCL and NCL will 

obtain a data and store in a cache memory.  

2.2 COOPERATIVE CACHING 

A common technique used to improve data access 

performance is caching. To cache data at appropriate 

network locations based on query history so that queries 

in the future can be responded with less delay. Although 

cooperative caching has been studied for both web-

based applications and wireless ad hoc networks to 

allow sharing and coordination among multiple caching 

nodes it is difficult to be realized in DTNs due to the lack 

of persistent network connectivity. 

2.3 CACHE REPLACEMENT 

Each NCL is represented by a central node which has 

high prevalence in the network and is prioritized for 

caching data. Due to the limited caching buffer of central 

nodes multiple nodes near a central node may be 

involved for caching and we ensure that popular data are 

always cached nearer to the central nodes via dynamic 

cache replacement based on query history. 

2.4 EFFICIENT  DATA ACCESS DELIVERY RATE 

The opportunistic network connectivity is difficult to 

estimation of delay data transmission and furthermore 

makes it difficult to assess appropriate caching locations 

for reducing data access delay. This obstacle is also 

raised by the incomplete information at peculiarity 

nodes about query history. 

2.5 CURRENT POSITION READING 

In this process the current position of the user will be 

measured to know the location of the user by which we 

can predict the way where probably the user may move. 

The NCL transmit data continuously which contains their 

current time and position of the node. A receiver node 

listen and solves determine the exact position of the 

receiver node and its deviation from true time. 

2.6 GPS FINDING THE NODE 

In GPS the user location can be calculated based on the 

geometrical coordinates and GPS enabled embedded 

sensors. Here, the user location can be get by uploading 

the map of the user location. Even if only one node of 

MANET group is enabled with GPS it can easily find out 

the positions of all nodes in the group and send the 

message through the AdHoc network. 

 

2.7 TRACKING THE POSITION 

The Position tracking is available for to monitor any 

changes about the moving nodes in the positions of 

competitors. This process refers to the ascertaining of 

the current position of a node whether stationary or 

moving. The location move of the user like GPS process 

should detect where the user currently moving and what 

were the position of the user may get detected in this 

system.  

3. RELATED WORK 

To improve the human mobility in terms of social 

structure and to use these structures in the design of 

forwarding algorithms for Pocket Switched Networks 

(PSNs) [1]. Taking human mobility traces from the real 

world to discover that human interaction is 

heterogeneous both in terms of hubs(popular 

individuals) and groups or communities so they propose 

a social based forwarding algorithm BUBBLE which is 

shown empirically to improve the forwarding efficiency 

significantly compared to oblivious forwarding schemes. 

Content-based service is dynamically routes and delivers 

events from sources to interested user is extremely 

important to network services [2]. The content-based 

protocols for static networks will expose unaffordable 

maintenance costs if they are applied directly to the 

highly mobile environment that is featured in 

disruption-tolerant networks (DTNs). A unique 

publish/subscribe scheme that utilizes the long-term 

social network properties  which are observed in many 

DTNs to facilitate content-based services in DTNs. 

Different trade-off for content-based service can be 

achieved by tuning the closeness threshold in 

community formation or by adjusting the broker-to-

broker communication scheme.  

Data caching is a fully distributed scheme where each 

node upon receiving requested information determines 

the cache drop time of the information or which content 

to replace to make room for the newly arrived 

information [3]. These decisions are made depending on 

the perceived “presence” of the content in the nodes 

proximity whose estimation does not cause any 

additional overhead to the information sharing system. 

Some recent studies have cooperative cache can improve 

the system performance in wireless P2P networks such 

as ad hoc networks and mesh networks [5]. However, all 

these studies are at a very high level leaving many design 

and implementation issues unanswered. In this paper 

they present our design and implementation of 

cooperative cache in wireless P2P networks and propose 

solutions to find the best place to cache the data. We 

propose a novel asymmetric cooperative cache approach 

where the data requests are transmitted to the cache 
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layer on every node but the data replies are only 

transmitted to the cache layer at the intermediate nodes 

that need to cache the data. This solution not only 

reduces the overhead of copying data between the user 

space and the kernel space it also allows data pipelines 

to reduce the end-to-end delay. 

4. PROPOSED WORK 

We develop an adequate approach to NCL selection in 

DTNs based on a probabilistic selection metric. The 

selected NCLs achieve high chances for prompt response 

to user queries with low overhead in network storage 

and transmission. The data access scheme to 

probabilistically coordinate multiple caching nodes for 

responding to user queries. We furthermore optimize 

the trade-off between data accessibility and caching 

overhead to minimize the average number of cached 

data copies in the network. A utility-based cache 

replacement scheme to dynamically adjust cache 

locations based on query history and achieves good 

trade-off between the data accessibility and access delay 

[6]. The decentralized cooperative method called 

PulseCounting for DTN localization and a probabilistic 

method called ProbTracking to track the movement of 

mobile nodes. PulseCounting valuates the number of 

user walking steps using the accelerometer data and 

decides the orientation of each step using the electronic 

compass measurements. By accumulating the segments 

of walking steps, it is able to form an estimation of 

current location. PulseCounting further takes advantage 

of the opportunity of encounters in DTNs to refine the 

location estimation.  

DTNs allow people to communicate without network 

infrastructure. Location information is extremely 

important to enable context-aware and location-based 

applications. Due to the lack of fixed infrastructure and 

continuous network connection in DTNs identifying the 

location of mobile users and tracking their movement 

trajectories are challenging. 

4.1 PROBABILISTIC DATA SELECTION 

The removal of cached data approximately prioritizes 

popular data during the process of cache replacement, 

but may impair the cumulative data accessibility. The 

data accessibility does not increase linearly with the 

number of cached data copies in the network. 

Probabilistic data selection is the process of determining 

the appropriate data and source as well as suitable 

mechanism to collect data. 

The basic tactics of cache replacement to reduce the 

cumulative data access delay within the local scope of 

the two caching nodes in contact. Such optimization at 
the global scope is challenging in DTNs due to the 

difficulty of maintaining knowledge about the current 

number of cached data copies in the network and we 

instead propose a probabilistic data selection to control 

the number of cached data copies at the global scope. If 

data di is selected by the dynamic programming 

algorithm, it has probability ui to be cache at node A. 

Algorithm 1 Probabilistic Data Selection 

imin = arg mini {si | di € S, xi == 0} 

whileS≠Ø&&SA >simindo 

 Vmax= GetMax(S, SA) 

 S’= S 

whileS’≠0  &&Vmax> 0 do 

 imax = arg maxi{ui | di € S’} 

ifSelectData (dimax ) == true &&Vmax_≥simaxximax = 1 

S =  S \ dimax 

 SA = SA - simax ,Vmax = Vmax _ simax 

 S’=  S’ \ dimax 

imin = arg mini{si | di € S, xi == 0} 

A method for probabilistic selection may be iteratively 

conducted multiple times to ensure that the caching 

buffer is fully utilized. By proposing this probabilistic 

strategy the popular data with higher utility during the 

caching decision and enable the data with less popularity 

to have no negligible chance to be cached. 

4.2 COOPERATIVE POSITIONING AND TRACKING 

Cooperative positioning (CP) can potentially improve 

accuracy of the location of node. Our simulations reveal 

that the frequent exchange of large amounts of 

information required by existing positioning schemes 

not only increases the packet collision  also reduces the 

effectiveness of the position of the node as well. To 

address this issue we propose simple easily deployable 

protocol improvements in terms of utilizing as much 

range information as possible reducing range broadcasts 

by piggybacking, compressing the range information, 

tuning the broadcast frequency and combining multiple 

packets. Our results demonstrate that even under dense 

traffic conditions, these process improvements to 

achieve a twofold reduction in packet loss rates and 

increase the positioning accuracy of CP by 40%. The 

positioning accuracy depends on the communication 

range of the mobile devices. 
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Fig 1: Components of data access in disruption tolerant 

network with cooperative positioning and tracking 

 

In our system, we choose Wi-Fi for implementation since 

it is widely available and equipped in most smart 

phones. The typical communication range of Wi-Fi is 

about 10 meters, and the average accuracy of 9 meters 

(compared to GPS) is achieved using the proposed 

positioning and refinement approaches. 

 

We introduce the ProbTracking method for the 

infostation to track user movement in DTNs [6], [8]. Most 

previous works assume continuous communication 

between users and infostation thus tracking a user is 

easily achieved by acquiring the user location constantly. 

In DTNs, the infostation can only communicate with the 

nodes passing by the landmarks [10]. Each node keeps 

logging its trajectory while moving as well as the partial 

trajectory information obtained from the encountering 

nodes. 

 

4.3 EVALUATION OF SIMULATION RESULT 

 

Fig. 2 shows number of packet transmission for different 

number of nodes.  Fig. 3 shows Estimation participation 

of data access increases based on number of NCL. We 

evaluate the data access of the proposed system. 

Random cache is ineffective due to the random 

distribution of Requesters in the network and cache data 

is also inappropriate for DTNs due to the difficulty of 

maintaining query history. 

 

 
 

Fig  2 : Packet Transmission for number of cached data 
  

 
 

Fig 3 : Data access increase based on number of NCL 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

We propose a novel scheme to support cooperative 

caching in DTNs. The basic idea is to purposely cache 

data at a set of NCLs, which can be easily accessed by 

other nodes. We ensure appropriate NCL selection based 

on a probabilistic selection metric. This approach 

coordinates caching nodes to optimize the tradeoff 

between data accessibility and caching overhead. 
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Extensive simulations show that our scheme greatly 

improves the ratio of queries satisfied and reduces data 

access delay when being compared with existing 

schemes. Localization in DTNs faces two major 

difficulties the node can only use sparse reference points 

to estimate its location and the tracking server need to 

determine and predict movement trajectories with 

partial location information. To overcome these 

difficulties, the proposed method is PulseCounting and 

ProbTracking for positioning and tracking in DTNs. 
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